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Definition

Using a process to transform photos from what was captured in a
camera either to be closer to what our eyes saw, or to alter the image
artistically.
Jeff Harmon - Hobbyist Editor, improvephotography.com
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transitive verb (PHOTOSHOP)
: to alter (a digital image) with Photoshop software or other image-
editing software especially in a way that distorts reality (as for 
deliberately deceptive purposes)
Marriam Webster Dictionary
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Anything that happens after you press the shutter



My Definition

Anything that happens after you press the shutter

• Conversion to JPG in camera / smart phone / IPad etc.
• On Camera (device) editing
• Loading to Computer
• Organizing / Cataloging
• Adding metadata tags, keywords
• Photo Editing
• Printing
• Sending to web, (Facebook, SCSH Camera Club gallery )
• Backing up
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Is Editing Cheating



Photo Editing

Is Editing Cheating

Firm Answer – “NO”



Photo Editing

Here’s Why

Whether you’re shooting with high-end professional equipment costing tens of thousands of 
dollars, a smartphone in your pocket or anything in between, digital and mobile cameras do 
not see light and tonality the way the human eye sees.
The human eye constantly meters for changing light conditions and adjusts for tone, color and 
white balance simultaneously and in real-time. Cameras today can only handle a single one of 
these variables at once. The human eye is still much better than any camera



Photo Editing

The Solution

Post-processing or editing allows you to modify the captured image so it better reflects the 
mood and essence of the scene that you actually saw with your own eyes. In ideal shooting 
conditions, the differences may not be that large yet in sub-optimal the differences may be 
enormous. 
Far from ‘cheating’, editing enables the photographer to overcome certain inherent technical 
limitations of digital photography.
Beyond technical limitations, we’re all human and humans make mistakes. Here, instead of 
imposing limitations, technology can help. Spot Removal tools can remove that bit of litter you 
had intended to be out-of-frame, the tripod leg that got in the way of the wide-angle shot or 
that distracting bird that appeared in your otherwise pristine skyline. Do such contextual 
changes to an image constitute ‘cheating’? Each of us individually need to resolve this dilemma 
when it comes to using modern editing tools to correct human-made errors in the field.



Photo Editing

Image Manipulation

This can include things like removing the drainpipe that is coming out of your subjects ear to 
making the person appear to have completely flawless skin. 

This is clearly altering what was originally in the scene when it was shot. And whether this 
constitutes a breach of the photographic rules depends on your point of view.

You are the artist.



Photo Editing

Image Enhancement

Image enhancement is another matter altogether. Image enhancement takes the image 'as is' 
and them makes it a better representation of the original. 

This has been happening from the beginning of photography. You just needed a darkroom, 
chemicals, filters and a lot of equipment to enhance your photo. Adam Ansel, one of the great 
landscape photographers, was also a master developer and printer. He invented and wrote a 
book on darkroom techniques.

Today you just need a PC and some software. Could be a simple as your smart phone and an 
app. Most everybody now has access to this.



Photo Editing

OK – Hopefully we agree Image Editing is not cheating 
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JPEG or RAW



Photo Editing

JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group)

• Standard File format commonly used for digital images
• JPEG/Exif – (Exchangeable image file format) most common format used by digital 

cameras
• Lossy compression – also suffers from generation loss



Photo Editing

JPEG

- Camera will usually give you several options
- Small, Medium or Large Size
- Low, Medium or High Quality (Amount of compression)



Photo Editing

JPEG Pros

- Photo is ready for viewing on most devices
- The camera has done the most of the work for you

 While color temperature and exposure are set based on your camera setting, the 
camera will process to add blacks, contrast, brightness, noise reduction, sharpening and 
then render to a compressed JPEG

- Smaller file size



Photo Editing

JPEG Cons

- The camera has done the most of the work for you
 The camera has made your decision and it is final
 Granted you can made some basic adjustments but you are more limited

- Much of your data has been thrown away
 Like throwing away the negative and all you have is the 4 x 6 print

- Lossy format
 Data is compressed and redundant data is removed, every time you open and save 

more data is lost.



Photo Editing

- Minimally processed data straight from the image sensor
- Sometimes call digital negatives (as they fulfill the same role as negatives in film 

photography: that is, the negative is not directly useable as an image, but has all the 
information to create an image)

- Has a wider dynamic range or color gamut than the eventual image format

RAW



Photo Editing

- You have all the data the camera recorded, uncompressed
- Higher dynamic range\JPEG 8 bit (16.7 million colors) Raw 14 bit (4 trillion total colors)
- You are the developer and you make the decisions

RAW Pros



Photo Editing

RAW Cons

- Photo will not be viewable on most devices
- Files can be very large
- You need a RAW converter to process
- Photos look flat and will require processing
- You are the developer and this requires you to spend time on each picture



Photo Editing

File Size Comparison

Pentax K-1 – 36 megapixels

Format / Size Dimensions *** ** *

Raw 7360 x 4912 (36mp) 43,079 kb 43,079 kb 43,079 kb

Large 7360 x 4912 (36mp) 16,627 kb 9,334 kb 4,177 kb

Medium 5760 x 3840 (22mp) 10,018 kb 5,794 kb 2,556 kb

Small 4224 x 2816 (11.5mp) 5,996 kb 2,943 kb 1,411 kb

X Small 1920 x 1280 (2.5mp) 1,347 kb 634 kb 322 kb



Photo Editing

Choosing Editing Software

While there is a clear industry-leading product for photo editing software, that doesn’t mean it 
is the best option for everyone.

Price, ease of use may negate the benefits.

How much time do you want to spend learning the product?
How much time do you want to spend in post processing?



Photo Editing

Basic Editing

- White Balance
- temperature and tint adjustment sliders

- Exposure
- Brightness, Highlight/Shadow recovery

- Noise Reduction
- Lens Correction

- Distortion, vignetting, chromatic aberrations (purple fringing)
- Detail

- Capture Sharpening, Local Contrast enhancements



Photo Editing

Basic Editing (continued)

- Contrast
- Black point, levels and curves tools

- Framing
- Straighten and crop

- Refinements
- Color adjustments

- Resizing
- Enlarge for a print or downsize for the web or email

- Red Eye Removal
- Output Sharpening



Photo Editing

Intermediate Editing

- Color Correction
- Gradients
- Spot Removal

- Dust, unwanted items
- Cloning
- Local Adjustments
- Create HDR Images
- Create Panoramas
- Batch Processing
- Adding Text
- Adding Borders



Photo Editing

Advance Editing

- Import and edit RAW files
- 16 Bit Image Editing
- Adjustment Layers
- Layer Masks
- Multiple Blending modes
- Luminosity Masks



Photo Editing

The product you use is just a tool

- You need to know what to do to enhance the photo

Some products have the ability to import/create preset/filters – which can give you a starting 
point to you editing.



Photo Management

Organization

- Libraries / Folders on your hard drive
- Create virtual libraries / collections / albums
- Adding metadata Tags / Keywords
- Rating images
- Add titles, captions
- Image search options
- Image viewer



Export

Create Output

- Support for different formats
- JPG, TIFF, PNG, GIF, etc.

- Post directly to Web
- Export for Printing

- Ability to rename, resize, sharpen, add logos with above



Extras

Create additional Output

- Automate Image Backup (locally or to the cloud)
- Renaming templates
- Slideshows
- Upload to Social Media site
- Upload to web galleries
- Output to Photobooks

All without having to redo titles, captions etc.



Backup

What would you do if you suddenly lost every photo you’ve 
ever taken?



Backup

Why do we need it

- Failed Hard Drives
- Human Error
- Viruses / Malware
- Fire and other Disasters



Backup

Software

- Understand what your software is backup up
- Some post processing software only backup catalogs not pictures

- Know where all your files are located
- Pictures, Preferences, Presets, Plugins

- Frequency of backups
- Know and have a restore process

- When you purchase (or simply download) any Presets, Brushes, Actions, Templates, etc., 
DO NOT simply save or install them inside Lightroom or Photoshop. You should create 
a folder in your Documents directory and first save them all there.



Backup

3-2-1 Approach

- Three (3) copies of your data – Original and 2 backups
- On two (2) different media, different disks, ICloud
- With one (1) being off-site



Post Processing Software



Post Processing Software

- Does it do what I need?
- Free trial Version
- Non Destructive Editing
- Check Online Reviews / talk to other Members
- Support Plugins (NIK, ON1 etc.)
- Availability of Support / Education

- Email, FAQ Page, Live Chat, Online Forum, Online Knowledge Base, Phone, Social 
Media etc.

- Third party integration
- Facebook, Flickr, Google Earth etc.

- What is the learning curve
- How much time do I want to spend on a photo?
- Will the product be around for a while?

- (No longer supported: Aperture, Picasa,  now maybe NIK collection)

Before you buy
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- Free trial Version
- Non Destructive Editing
- Check Online Reviews / talk to other Members
- Support Plugins (NIK, ON1 etc.)
- Availability of Support / Education

- Email, FAQ Page, Live Chat, Online Forum, Online Knowledge Base, Phone, Social 
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Before you buy

There’s no best. There’s what works for you and your needs 
and personal mindset.



Post Processing Software Workshop

Graham Jones and Neil Miller will do a short demo of their workflow from importing a picture 
to generating a .jpg to load on our web site.

Graham – On a Mac using Capture One and Photo RAW
Neil – On a PC using LightRoom and Photoshop

Most of the time will be dedicated to hands on. Bring a picture (USB Drive, SD Card) you wish 
to work on and there will be help to walk you thru the process. You should have an idea of 
what you would like to do to the photo.

I will have my PC, and my weapons of choice are LightRoom, Photoshop and ON1

Next Wednesday – Jan 18th 3-5 pm



Raw File – Before any processing



Raw File – After Processing (Lightroom)



Post Processing

Remember Post Processing should be fun –
enjoy the Process



MONTHLY PHOTO ASSIGNMENT

• Submit Photos via our web site under January. Resize to at most 
1024 pixels on longest side. Due by February 1st , 2017

• No Logos / Watermarks

• Judgement Time!!!



MONTHLY PHOTO ASSIGNMENT

This Month Only

Set file name: (number)FirstL-(before/after) – Title

Where number is your first, second or third choice
Before / After – Post Processing

Examples:
1GlennJ-Before My Picture Title
1GlennJ-After My Picture Title
2GlennJ-Before My Next Picture
2GlennJ-After My Next Picture


